
Strategies to help 
pupils read 
independently/read 
for meaning.



• Activating prior knowledge
• Clarifying new vocabulary
• Previewing texts
• Setting a purpose

• Monitoring understandings
• Adjusting misunderstandings

• Identifying information
• Extracting information
• Recalling information
• Reflecting on information 

•Determining Importance
•Summarising or paraphrasing

• Predicting
• Connecting
• Comparing
• Inferring
• Synthesising
• Visualising
• Self questioning
• Skimming
• Scanning 
• Reading on
• Adjusting reading rate
• Sounding out
• Chunking
• Using analogy
• Consulting a reference 

Reading is ...



Chunking

A very useful 
strategy that can 

help you work 
out how to spell 
a word correctly.



To spell… 
‘Appearance’

Chunking is what the country's top spellers do. 
You might remember a phone number in a similar way?

Chunking breaks long words into groups of three or four 
letters.



For example, let’s take the word:

Antidisestablishmentarianism

This is one of the longest and most unused words in the English 
language. However, once it’s been broken down, each small chunk is 
very easy to spell…

Anti
dis
es
tab  
lish 

ment
ar
ian
ism  



‘CONSCIENCE’

How can we 
ch-unk this 

word?



‘CONSCIENCE’

Con



Acknowledgement

How can we 
ch-unk this 

word?



Ac/knowledge/ment





Alternative Headings

• Helps us identify and extract information

• Makes us consider what we think the most 
important parts of a text are

• Makes us query why we have been given 
information and prioritise its importance



Reading 
Plan

• A strategy to help understand why we are 
reading a certain text and the way that the text 
is organised

• A reading plan helps us set a purpose for reading

• Readers use questions to help them develop an 
understanding of a text before they start 
reading, during reading and after they have read



Reading steps My thoughts

I am reading this text in order to … Learn about Macbeth
Understand the water cycle
Learn Welsh vocabulary

Skimming the text … Pictures show main parts
Subheadings guide me to key ideas

Looking for the most important words ...

Are there any tricky words? What do they 
mean?



Create a bank of prompts:

• Why am I reading this?

• What do I hope to find out?

• Skim the text to get a general idea

• What are the main words?

• Draw a picture of what is happening

• What is the one most important sentence?

• What could another title for this page be?

• Re read the text to check if my first ideas were 
right



Strategies to get ‘unstuck’

‘The man strolled bliply down the street, 
humming gently to himself.’

• But, what does ‘bliply’ mean?

Word Sounds like it 
could mean …

Reading on 
makes me 
think …

Other clues in 
the sentence 
make me think 
…

The rest of the 
paragraph 
suggests it 
could mean ...

Vocabulary chart



66 word summary - summarise 
the text in exactly 66 words


